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Question 1
Variable types of the cdc dataset:

Categorical:  genhlth gender, exerany, hlthplan, smoke100

Numerical continuous: height, weight, wtdesire

Numerical discrete:  age (you gain age one year at a time)



Question 2
This is the summary of the weight data in the cdc dataset:

Range = Maximum – Minimum
= 500 – 68 = 432

IQR   =  3rd Qu   - 1st Qu
=  190 – 140 - 50

range(cdc$weight) 
68 500 

> 500 - 68 
432

> 190 - 140 
50



Question 3

> table(cdc$smoke100)

0   1 
10559 9441 

> table (cdc $ smoke100)/ 20000 

0        1 
0.52795  0.47205



Question 4
under23_and_smoke <-
subset(cdc, cdc$age<23 & smoke100 == 1)

There are only 620 cases.  

NOTICE:  The subset command lists the 
dataset (cdc) and the logical instructions 
used for subsetting the data,  This is a 
complex  statement:

cdc$age<23      (age is less than 23 years)
&                       (AND)
smoke100 == 1    (smoke100 is equal to 1)



Question 5
There is no default number used for the number of bins. 
The default number of bins is generated by R using the 
algorithm “sturges”.  

nclass.Sturges uses Sturges' formula, implicitly basing bin 
sizes on the range of the data.

Sturges, H. A. (1926). The choice of a class interval. 
Journal of the American Statistical Association, 21, 
65–66. doi: 10.1080/01621459.1926.10502161.

There are 3 ways to select the number / size of bins:  
nclass {grDevices}

nclass.Sturges(x) 
nclass.scott(x) 
nclass.FD(x)

http://doi.org/10.1080/01621459.1926.10502161


Question 5
To find out about the histogram bins: 

?hist does not state the default number of bins used.

However, this great command will allow you to figure 
out what the hist command actually did:

> histinfo<-hist(cdc$weight) 
> histinfo

Breaks

Counts

Proportions

Midpoints



Question 6
Type in the variable name to see the data in the 
data frame you just created:

lecturerData

Copy and paste the actual data from the Rstudio
console, (or a screen shot of the data) below 
(+0.3 points):



Question 7
Type in the variable name of the new dataframe
you created to see the data:

NewLecturerData

Copy and paste the actual data from the Rstudio
console, (or a screen shot of the data) below 
(+0.3 points):



Subsetting Data
Make LecturerData
the active file

Extract records  where 
“job” is Lecturer, and
set aside records where
“job” is Researcher.  

Use subset command: 

Data / Active Dataset / Subset Active Dataset

Save the new data frame you created. Call it: LecturerOnly



https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=ImRQIgvjJ2Y

Subsetting Data

https://www.youtube.com/%20watch?v=ImRQIgvjJ2Y


Subsetting Data
I searched the Short-refcard.pdf for csv data and 
found the subset Command.  It worked!

https://cran.r-project.org/doc/contrib/Short-refcard.pdf

subset(x, ...) returns a selection of x with respect to criteria  
(..., typically comparisons: x$V1 < 10); if x is a data frame, the 
option select gives the variables to be kept or dropped using a 
minus sign

lecturers 
<- subset(professors, subset=job == 'lecturer')



Question 8
Enter the following information, from the three datasets: 
RData1, RData2, RData3

Summary 
Statistics

RData 1 RData2 RData3

Min -2.63468 -2.259221 -2.63601

1st Quartile -0.84449 -0.592752 -0.74457

Median 0.12613 -0.062743 0.08301

Mean 0.06073 -0.004115 0.02374

3rd Quartile 0.80002 0.532207 0.67735

Max 3.00661 2.076910 3.51744



I was able to import the 
RData3.csv file by going 
to: Data -> Import Data -> 
from text file, clipboard, 
or URL… 

I selected “commas [,]”         
as the field separator, 
left the rest as the 
default and hit OK.

> Rdata3 <-
read.table("C:/Assignment#2/Rdata3.csv",
header=TRUE, sep=",", na.strings="NA",dec=".",    
strip.white=TRUE)

Question 8



I searched the Short-refcard.pdf for csv data 
and found the read_csv command.  It worked!

https://cran.r-project.org/doc/contrib/Short-refcard.pdf

read.csv("filename",header=TRUE) id. but with defaults set for 
reading comma-delimited files

> Rdata3 <- read.csv("Rdata3.csv",header=TRUE)

Question 8



Question 8

I installed and opened the “readr” package first         
and used read_csv command to import the csv file 
(assigned the file to the name “RData3”):

library(readr)
Rdata3 <- read_csv(“C:/Desktop/Rdata3.csv”)



read.table(file) reads a file in table format and creates a data 
frame from it; the default separator sep="" is any whitespace;

use header=TRUE to read the first line as a header of column 
names; use as.is=TRUE to prevent character vectors from being 
converted to factors; use comment.char="" to prevent "#" from 
being interpreted as a comment; use skip=n to skip n lines 
before reading data; see the help for options on row naming, NA 
treatment, and others read.csv("filename",header=TRUE) id. but 
with defaults set for reading comma-delimited files

https://cran.r-project.org/doc/contrib/Short-refcard.pdf

> Rdata3 <-
read.table("C:/Assignment#2/Rdata2.csv",
header=TRUE, sep=",", na.strings="NA", dec=".",    
strip.white=TRUE)

Question 8



> Rdata3 = read.csv("Rdata3.csv") 

Warning in file(file, "rt") : cannot open file 
'Rdata3.csv': No such file or directory Error in 
file(file, "rt") : cannot open the connection

Remember:

R is always pointed at a directory on your computer. 
You can find out which directory by running the 
getwd (get working directory) function; this function 
has no arguments. To change your working directory, 
use setwd and specify the path to the desired folder. 

Troubleshooting



Troubleshooting
Checking Working Directory:  getwd()

Setting Working Directory:  setwd()

> setwd("~/R/working") 
> Rdata5 = read.csv("Rdata3.csv")



Question 9a
RData1

Min: -2.63468

Mean: 0.06073

Max: 3.00661



Question 9b
RData2

Min: -2.259221
Mean: -0.004115

Max: 2.076910



Question 9c
RData3

Min: -2.63601
Mean: 0.02374

Max: 3.51744



Question 10a
RData1

Min:
-2.63468

1st Quartile:
-0.84449

Median: 
0.12613

Mean: 0.06073

3rd Quartile:
0.80002

Max:
3.00661



Question 10b
RData2

Min:
-2.259221

1st Quartile:
-0.592752

Median: 
-0.062743

Mean: -0.004115

3rd Quartile:
0.532207

Max:
2.076910



Question 10c
RData3

Min:
-2.63601

1st Quartile:
-0.74457

Median: 
0.08301

Mean: 0.02374

3rd Quartile:
0.67735

Max:
3.51744


